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Abstract: Image processing is a rapidly growing technology
and is one among the thrust areas of research in Medical Fields,
various Engineering disciplines, life Sciences and Scientific
applications. Many technical applications have already adopted
image processing and it plays a key role in predicting unknown or
hidden facts easily and efficiently. Facial image processing is an
innovative application of image processing and is being widely
used in many applications successfully. Some of the applications
are used for person identification, identifying authorized persons,
identifying criminals and so on. As we all know that person’s
emotion shows personality & behavior, moods where he or she
expresses feelings by emotions maximum on face only. Facial
expression can also be used in various fields like emotion
recognition, market analysis, prediction neurological disorder
percentage, psychological problems and so on. So, it has become
an emerging research area to study. Neurological disorder is a
more complicated disease because it affects both physical body
and mental body. In this paper a new methodology is proposed
using optimized deep learning methods to predict ASD in children
of age 1 to 10 years. Proposed model performance is tested on
ASD children and normal children facial image dataset collected
from Kaggle datasets and also tested on dataset collected from
autism parents’ face book group.
Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) is applied on extracted face landmarks using
optimization techniques, dropout, batch normalization and
parameter updating. Most significant six types of emotions are
considered for analysis in predicting ASD children accurately.
Keywords: Autism Spectrum Disorder, Convolutional Neural
Networks, Deep Neural Networks, Facial emotion recognition.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Facial image processing is an innovative application of
image processing and is being widely used in many
applications successfully. Some of the applications are used
for person identification, identifying authorized persons,
identifying criminals and so on. As we all know that
person’s emotion shows personality & behavior, moods
where he or she expresses feelings by emotions maximum
on face only. Facial expression can also be used in various
fields like emotion recognition, market analysis, prediction
neurological disorder percentage, psychological problems
and so on. So, it has become an emerging research area to
study. Neurological disorder is a more complicated disease
because it affects both physical body and mental body.
Facial emotions help us to recognise the feelings, present
status of person and helps us to change our behaviour
accordingly.
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So, the ability of producing facial expression is known as
the social communication ability and interaction ability
[4].Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurological
disorder problem, and it comes by birth. If it is detected at
early stage, better treatment and training can be given by
Doctors, Physiatrist, and parents. This paper deals about
how to predict ASD kids by analyzing emotions and
feelings from facial expression using Emotion
Recognition(ER) techniques and also analysis is
made.Analysing emotions is accurate with facial expression
from normal people with one or few attempts where as it is
very difficult in case of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
children because they could not communicate, may not
mingle other than parents and also they may be unable to
speak properly. To detect ASD children from children’s
facial expressions by analysing their emotions, the present
research is used. As it is well known that emotions may be
shown on face either consciously or subconsciously, so
emotion recognition may be more accurate in detecting ASD
children than observing behavior or from questionaries’ or
clinical or scanning reports. ASD individual has repetitive
behaviors, lack of social communication. In ASD
individuals identifying and understanding of facial emotions
is difficult and ASD individuals also face difficulty in
understanding facial emotions in opposite people who are
communicating with them. So, the emerging technologies
are simplifying this for ASD individuals [5]. Recent studies
say that recognizing facial emotions in ASD individuals is
also difficult [6]. Research on face processing of ASD
individuals proved that ASD people are less responsive in
upper part of the face i.e. they are neutral in eyes region
while expressing emotions in face [7]. So the lower part of
face is very important in recognizing emotion in ASD
people, mouth, chin, jaw and cheeks. Kris Evers et.al [8]
perform research on lower part of face for recognizing
emotion in ASD people by generating hybrid faces. In this
paper ASD prediction model is proposed by analysing deep
features of face to recognize the facial emotion and to
predict ASD in individuals. Dataset used in this paper is
collected from Kaggle. Dataset has total 1857 images of
ASD and 1850 images of Non-ASD of 6 different facial
emotions like happy, angry, fear, normal, surprise and
sad.Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) is employed
over extracted face landmarks using optimization
techniques, dropout, batch normalization and parameter
updating. Most significant six types of emotions are
considered for analysis in predicting ASD children
accurately. Remaining paper is organized into 4 sections.
Section 2 provides literature survey related to ASD and
emotion recognition.
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Section 3 explains about proposed model and architecture of
model. Section 4 is the implementation and results of
proposed model.
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

ASD is a neurodevelopmental disorder which affects
behavioral properties of children and social communication
features of children [9]. Diagnosing ASD is comparatively
difficult than diagnosing other diseases. Because there is no
clinical test for ASD. The two factors that affect in
diagnosing ASD are 1) The wide range of symptoms and
types, 2) the behavioral properties depend on non ASD
behavior properties like cognitive and activities [10]. Facial
attributes like emotions, arousal and action units also used
as biomarkers in predicting ASD [11].
EmotioNet and AffectNet facial emotion image datasets are
released in 2017. These large-scale datasets make possible
to CNN to train and predict emotion [12,13]. ASD does not
has large scale dataset which makes difficulty in applying
CNN specially to train with ASD data. The dataset used in
present research is received from kaggle.com and dataset
author is Gerry [1] who worked for one year to collect 1857
ASD and 1850 TD images from different web resources.
Face Detection is the process of detecting facial regions in
face and drawing rectangle for the face region. This process
is performed by using haar cascade classifier and viola jones
algorithm of face detection [14]. Face Recognition is the
process of recognizing the face from a database of face
images. Face recognition process uses the landmarks of face
using the frontal face predictor algorithm. Dlib library of
OpenCV provides 68 landmarks predictor which helps to
recognize face, extract features of face and also used in
emotion recognition [15,18]. Machine Learning (ML)
algorithms provide single label classification models, the
deep learning models are efficient to work with multiple
label classification.
Recent studies state that facial emotions, facial attributes,
and facial features plays an important role in predicting
ASD and understanding the behavior of ASD children [4,5].
With advancements in the technology like Artificial
Intelligence, machine learning and deep learning improving
research on ASD. Egger et.al performed research on head
pose and expression analysis to analyze ASD in children
[16]. Rudovic et al. studied on facial landmarks and position
of body combined with audio and bio-signals to study the
state of ASD children and behavior of ASD children [17].
III.

B.

Proposed model architecture

Proposed model has four stages, and the process is given in
algorithm as follows:
1. Initial stage:
a. pre-processing stage which accepts images from
dataset
b. Resizes images, apply sobel filtering
c. Divide dataset to training and test sets.
2. Face Detection stage:
a. Converts images to gray scale images
b. Detects face region based on haar cascade
classifier.
3. Feature Extraction stage:
a. Extracts required features to predict ASD and
emotions from images.
4. Deep Neural Network model for predicting ASD/NonASD.Fig 1 shows model summary of proposed deep
learning model with 5 convolutional blocks, each with 2
or 3 convolutional 2D layers and a max pooling layer.
The fifth block performs average pooling and is
connected to dense and dropout layers.
5. First Deep Neural Network model is for predicting
ASD/Non-ASD.Fig 1 shows model summary of deep
learning model with 5 convolutional blocks, each with 2
or 3 convolutional 2D layers and a max pooling layer.
The fifth block performs average pooling and is
connected to dense and dropout layers. The output layer
has 2 neurons to predict ASD and Non ASD.
6. Second Deep Neural Network model for predicting
facial emotion.Fig 2 shows model summary of deep
learning model with 5 convolutional blocks, each with 2
or 3 convolutional 2D layers and a max pooling layer.
The fifth block performs average pooling and is
connected to dense and dropout layers. The output layer
has 6 neurons to predict facial emotion from the same
images which are used in first DNN model.

PROPOSED MODEL

A.
Dataset Description
Dataset used for this research is collected from Kaggle.com
datasets. Dataset is uploaded by Gerry piosenka [1] in April
2020. Dataset contains facial images of autistic (n=1857)
and non-autistic (n=1850) children with different
expressions. The images are RGB images of dimension
224x224x3. Dataset contains images of age group 1 year to
10 years of both boys and girls. Dataset is divided into
training set, test set and validation set with 1666 images for
training, 100 images for test and 50 images for validation.
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The input vectorised data is created with the help of Dlib,
OpenCV libraries. The Deep Neural networkmodel is
created using Tensor Flow and Keras API in Google Co
Lab.
A.
Sample result
Fig 3 gives sample result of emotion prediction model and
accuracy of model. The fractional values represent the
predicted emotion from images, these values correspond to
six emotions used in model. The bold value represents
highest percentage of predicted emotion.

Fig. 5. Autistic and Non Autistic classification based
on facial emotions
B.

Result of proposed model:

Fig 3. Result of the Emotion prediction model
Fig 4 shows comparison of validation and training loss and
accuracy.

Fig 6. Executed result of proposed model
Table 2 shows sample predicted results of multi label
classification for ASD and emotion.
Fig. 4. Accuracy of proposed model validation and training.
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Table 2: Predicted results of multi label classification

VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Present paper proposed a Deep Neural Network model with
multi label classification to predict ASD/NoASD based on
facial emotion in ASD and NoASD children. Proposed
model is more effective and reliable. The model can also be
used to extract different features and attributes in facial
images of autism children like action units, arousal, and
valence. Facial attributes play an important role in
predicting ASD and understand the behaviour of children.
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